COLOR SURFACING COLLECTION
STANDARD STOCKING COLOR  SPECIAL ORDER (REQUIRES 150 ROLLS +/- 10%)

Antique Slate
- ecotorch
- selfstickSAcap
- supercapSBS

Barkwood
- ecotorch
- selfstickSAcap
- supercapSBS

Black
- ecotorch
- selfstickSAcap
- supercapSBS

Buff
- ecotorch
- selfstickSAcap
- supercapSBS

Green
- ecotorch
- selfstickSAcap
- supercapSBS

Hickory
- ecotorch
- selfstickSAcap
- supercapSBS
COLOR SURFACING COLLECTION

STANDARD STOCKING COLOR

- Pewter Gray
  - ecotorch
  - selfstickSACap
  - supercapSBS

- Red
  - ecotorch
  - selfstickSACap
  - supercapSBS

- Shakewood
  - ecotorch
  - selfstickSACap
  - supercapSBS

- Weathered Wood
  - ecotorch
  - selfstickSACap
  - supercapSBS

- Yosemite Green
  - ecotorch
  - selfstickSACap
  - supercapSBS

metalflexSBS® Cool White 24
is an innovative torch-applied, modified bitumen membrane that truly contributes to the environment and incorporates recycled tires into an SBS-modified bitumen formulation. is a more durable, dependable, and eco-friendly roofing membrane than any other APP or SBS-modified bitumen membrane. has superior end lap and metal adhesion compared to other torch membranes.

is an SBS-modified, asphalt mineral-surfaced roll roofing membrane. exhibits high multi-directional strength and excellent cold temperature flexibility in addition to elongation and recall properties far superior to that of traditional asphalt roofing membranes and unmodified MSR. offers hot asphalt or cold adhesive application flexibility and is available with 10-year limited material warranty.

is a premium self-adhesive, SBS-modified bitumen roofing membrane that is reinforced with either a polyester or fiberglass mat. It is specifically manufactured with a premium HT (High Tack) formulation to allow its application in cooler climates. This is ideal for areas where it is not feasible to use hot asphalt, cold adhesive, or torch applications. The system is used in conjunction with a nail base or a self-adhesive base/interply.

metalflexSBS® Cool White 24 is manufactured with a white weather-resistant embossed aluminum foil surfacing and reinforced with a woven fiberglass mat. It is Class A fire-rated over a combustible deck with no slope restrictions. meets or exceeds Energy Star® requirements and can be used to comply with the 2016 California Title 24 Part 6 Cool Roof requirements. reflects over 75% of solar energy away from the roof surface.